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chemiresistive gas sensors

Patrick Recum and Thomas Hirsch *

Gas sensors allow the monitoring of the chemical environment of humans, which is often crucial for their

wellbeing or even survival. Miniaturization, reversibility, and selectivity are some of the key challenges for

serial use of chemical sensors. This tutorial review describes critical aspects when using nanomaterials as

sensing substrates for the application in chemiresistive gas sensors. Graphene has been shown to be

a promising candidate, as it allows gas sensors to be operated at room temperature, possibly saving large

amounts of energy. In this review, an overview is given on the general mechanisms for gas-sensitive

semiconducting materials and the implications of doping and functionalization on the sensing

parameters of chemiresistive devices. It shows in detail how different challenges, like sensitivity, response

time, reversibility and selectivity have been approached by material development and operation modes.

In addition, perspectives from the area of data analysis and intelligent algorithms are presented, which

can further enhance these sensors' usability in the field.
Introduction

Society is becoming more aware of environmental pollution
concerns and the impact of air quality on public health is
getting increased attention.1–5 Gases, mostly color- and odor-
less, have long been overseen for causing health risks aer long-
term exposure. As an example, only recently it was found that
slightly increased levels of O3 or SO2 can lead to cardiovascular
diseases.6–8 Other health impacts are caused by NO2, which
reduces the lung function or impact organs like the spleen or
liver.9

Accordingly, guidelines were implemented to minimize the
exposure to toxic, or otherwise harmful gases. To reduce health
risks by long-term exposure and environmental damages,
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assessment thresholds have been dened by the European
Parliament. These limit concentrations of toxic gases in air over
a certain time. Specically, 166 ppb per day and 33 ppb per year
have been set for NO2, 290 ppb per hour and 105 ppb per day for
SO2, and 8 ppb in a workday (8 h) for CO.10 Similarly, maximum
workplace concentrations, as provided by the German Research
Foundation, limit the concentrations for short-term exposure,
to 790 ppb for NO2, 2.2 ppm for SO2, 5.9 ppm for H2S, 29 ppm
for CO, and 7500 ppm for CO2, respectively.11 However,
ensuring the compliance of such limits requires individual
monitoring. This and the goal of improving the overall quality
of life through the possibility of individual risk evaluation leads
to a steadily growing demand for miniaturized gas sensors with
low power consumption, that can be implemented in smart-
phones, smart-watches and smart-homes.12,13 Fields of appli-
cation additional to safety aspects, such as warning of acute
toxic gases and gas leaks, are the control of industrial processes
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and production, quality control in food, guarantee of func-
tionality as in the lambda probe, monitoring greenhouse gases,
and detection of biomarkers in breath.14

Field-effect transistors (FET) and chemiresistive gas sensors
can help to overcome the limitations of current analytical
methods in achieving an improved local precision of air quality
monitoring. In principle, a chemiresistor consists of a sensing
material deposited on an inert substrate, modied with a source
electrode and a drain electrode or with interdigital electrodes
(IDEs). It can be turned into a FET-based sensor by contacting
a gate electrode to the semiconducting channel in between to
apply a gate voltage.15 Their small form factor together with
simplicity, easy fabrication, and high sensitivity at low power
consumption makes them well-suited candidates for the inte-
gration in a dense information network consisting of several
hundreds or thousands of individual sensor stations to monitor
toxic and greenhouse gases.16

As the sensitive layer, graphene and its derivatives have been
intensively researched over the past decades. Their inherent
material properties promise to further enhance the described
advantages of chemiresistors and chem-FETs in terms of
miniaturization, power consumption, and the abundant
resource availability.

New powerful algorithms are being developed to handle the
large volumes of geologically widely distributed data expected
with the increasing popularity of internet of things (IoT)
applications, that require a high number of such sensors.17
Chemiresistive gas sensing
mechanisms

Chemiresistive gas sensors respond to changes in resistance
caused by electrons that are exchanged when gas molecules
interact with either the semiconducting sensing layer or the
metal electrodes. These interactions strongly depend on the
kind of material, type of gas (reducing or oxidizing), on
temperature, pressure, and relative humidity (RH).18–20

When a semiconducting sensing layer is contacted by
a metal electrode, the Fermi levels (EF) of both materials must
line up while in equilibrium. The Fermi level describes the
thermodynamic work, which is required to add one electron to
a solid-state body, not accounting for the work required to
remove the electron from wherever it may come from. For
a semiconductor it usually lies within the bandgap. The
minimal work required to remove an electron from a point
within a solid-state body is called the work function F and is
equal to the energy difference between the Fermi level and the
vacuum level.21 If now the work function of the metal electrode
is larger than the work function of the semiconductor (FM >
FSC), high energy electrons from the conduction band (EC) of
the semiconductor move from its bulk to the surface of the
metal, thereby leaving an electron depletion layer (EDL) at the
interface. For n-type materials, where EF lies close to EC and
electrons are the majority charge carriers, the emerging,
depleted junction is called a Schottky barrier. This type of
contact shows rectifying behavior and can be used as a diode. If
Nanoscale Adv.
FSC > FM, a Schottky barrier is also formed for p-type materials,
with EF close to the valence band (EV) and electron–holes (h+) as
majority charge carriers. Here, electrons move from the metal
surface to the empty states in the valence band of the semi-
conductor bulk and an electron-accumulation layer/hole-
depletion layer (HDL) emerges. In other cases, ohmic contacts
are formed. However, these appear to be less relevant for use in
chemiresistive gas sensors. The height of the Schottky barrier
from metal to semiconductor is mainly governed by FM and the
electron affinity of the semiconductor. The height and thick-
ness of the built-in potential barrier (Vbuilt-in) across each
depletion layer depends on the difference in the work functions.

The effect of chemical-doping on pristine graphene by
gaseous molecules was rst described by Schedin et al. in
2007.22 Adsorbed oxidizing gas molecules such as NO2, SO2, or
water vapor withdraw electrons from the semiconductor, while
reducing gases like NH3, H2, and H2S donate electrons to it.23

For n-type semiconductors a decrease in electron density means
fewer majority charge carriers and therefore a higher resistance
across the sensing layer, while an increasing number of charge
carriers leads to a lower resistance. On the other hand,
a reduced number of electrons (more h+) results in a lower
resistance for a p-type material, while an increasing number of
electrons (fewer h+) increases resistance.

Additionally, the chemical doping of the semiconductor by
gas molecules is reported to inuence the resistance across the
Schottky barriers at the electrode contacts.18 Adsorbed electron-
donating gases lead to n-doping of the material, such that the
semiconductor's Fermi level is shied towards its conduction
band. For n-type materials in contact with an electrode this
results in an increase of Vbuilt-in and due to the higher dopant
concentration, a reduced thickness of the depletion layer.
Consequently, the tunneling probability for electrons increases
and the resistance at the junction decreases. The reverse case
can be observed for p-doping by electron-withdrawing gases.24

The Fermi levels are shied in the same way for a p-type
material, but with electron holes as the relevant charge
carriers the contact resistance is increased by n-doping
(reducing gas) and decreased by p-doping (oxidizing gas). In
Fig. 1 the effects of such interactions are shown for a Schottky
barrier between gold and n-type MoO2 as well p-type reduced
graphene oxide (rGO) as examples.

Pristine graphene does not form a Schottky barrier with
metals due to its semimetallic rather than semiconducting
characteristics. However, Schottky junctions can be formed
between pristine graphene and various semiconductors.25,26

As a side-effect, the adsorption or desorption of electrons on
the metal contact has an inuence on the resistance of the
sensor.27–29 Specically, an increase of the metal's work function
can be observed, when an oxidizing gas adsorbs, forming
surface dipoles. Thereby the Schottky barrier height (ESB) as well
as the Vbuilt-in are increased for contacts with n-type and
decreased for p-type materials. Again, reducing gases have the
exact opposite effect. This is particularly visible for palladium
exposed to H2.30 It was found that the choice of electrode metal
can have a signicant inuence on the sensing
characteristics.31,32
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 1 Gas sensingmechanisms on a semiconducting material, such as a graphene derivative; (a) electron exchange between gas molecules and
receptor; (b) shift of the band structure at the semiconductor-electrode contact.
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For each semiconductor–metal pair the respective work-
functions F, as well as the semiconductor's bandgap (EG) and
electron affinity are needed, to determine the type of junction
and its behavior. The bandgap of a solution processed material
like rGO is oen determined by processing the data from its
absorption spectrum via a so-called Tauc plot, but the accuracy
of the obtained values stands and falls with the quality of the
measurement and precise tting, which is oen challenging,
especially for solids dispersed in a solvent. A less biasedmethod
for the task presents reection electron energy loss spectros-
copy (REELS). Here, an electron beam is reected from the
Fig. 2 Typical band diagram of a double-Schottky barrier device in
unbiased and biased condition. A potential is applied to the left
contact. Electrons flow from left to right; redrawn and adapted, with
permission from ref. 39.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
sample-surface and the loss in energy of the reected electrons
is measured. Because of the broad electron beam (∼1 mm in
diameter) a large and homogeneous sample area is neces-
sary.33,34 However, the electron affinity cannot be measured
directly, but a workaround can be achieved by nding the
highest energy state of the valence band by photoelectron
spectroscopy (PES) and subtracting the energy of the bandgap.
The entire band-structure of a material can be determined by
angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES),35–37 while
the work function of graphene and other materials is usually
measured using a Kelvin probe.38

In a typical sensor-architecture the sensitive layer is con-
tacted by two electrodes, oen IDEs. A Schottky barrier is
formed on each of the semiconductor-electrode contacts, one in
forward bias and one in reverse bias, independently of the
direction of the applied voltage. The latter accounts for the
higher resistance across the sensing layer. Thus, the overall
measured resistance is proportional to the leakage-current in
reverse bias. The band diagram for a biased double-Schottky
barrier device is shown in Fig. 2.39

Potential barriers also occur on the contact points of indi-
vidual akes or grain boundaries of 2D-layered materials.40,41

The barrier height depends on doping and adsorbed gas
species, causing additional sensitive areas on the sensor
surface. A smaller ake or grain size results in a higher resis-
tance. The inuence of each of the described effects to the
overall signal can vary for different sensitive materials, elec-
trodes, and sensing environments.
Chemiresistive signal generation under
ambient conditions

Many semiconducting materials have been developed to serve
as a sensitive layer on chemiresistive gas sensing devices, such
as metal oxides (MOx), transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDs) and carbon materials. The respective underlying
mechanism is primarily dependent on the choice of carrier for
Nanoscale Adv.
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the target gas. While the main response is generated by phys-
isorption and direct electron exchange in inert carrier gases,
like N2 or Ar, the mechanism in air is quite different. Here, the
surface of the semiconductingmaterial is preconditioned by the
adsorption of ionized oxygen and the consequential formation
of a depletion layer. For metal-oxides the charge that is trans-
ferred in the process strongly depends on temperature. In
particular, more electrons are donated from the MOx to the
adsorbed oxygen at higher operating temperatures. In the
process, the resistance is decreased for n-type (e.g., SnO2, In2O3,
ZnO) and increased for p-type (e.g., Co3O4, NiO, CuO) semi-
conductors, due to the altered number of charge carriers.42–44

Target gas molecules can then react with the species of adsor-
bed oxygen ions and change the material's resistance according
to their oxidizing or reducing properties. Fig. 3 summarizes the
main reactions for NO2, NH3 and acetone for measurements in
inert gas (a) and in air (b). The number of electrons, which are
transferred from the material by the oxidizing gases as NO2 and
vice versa to the material by reducing gases like NH3 or acetone,
depends on the charge of the adsorbed. Consequently, more
transferred charges are leading to a higher difference in
conductivity and thus a higher signal response of the
sensor.42–48

Different MOx sensing substrates have been reported to
enhance the sensitivity towards certain gases, improving the
selectivity of the respective sensor. Many of the mostly n-type
materials, including SnO2, WO3, Bi2O3, ZnO, and In2O3,
showed signicantly stronger responses to NO2 compared to
other gases.49–53 On the contrary, p-type semiconductors like
CuO have been shown to selectively sense e.g., H2S.54 NiO is
reported to be selective for NH3 compared to various volatile
organic compounds (VOCs),55 and Fe2O3 showed a higher
sensitivity towards acetone besides ethanol, NH3 and H2.56 For
some MOx, such as WO3 a temperature dependent sensitivity
Fig. 3 Reaction equations for NO2, NH3 and acetone on a semicond
Temperature dependent oxygen adsorption applies to MOx sensors.

Nanoscale Adv.
towards different gases was found. The material is sensitive
towards NO2 at an operating temperature of 150 °C, while being
most sensitive to H2S at 200 °C.57

Interactions with H2 pose a special case, as there are addi-
tional mechanisms proposed in literature, that are based on
direct reactions with the sensing material. ZnO for example is
reported to become reduced by H2 gas, resulting in a surface-
metallization of the material, as shown in Fig. 4.43

For H2 as analyte gas, decorating the sensor surface with
noble metals like gold, silver, platinum, or palladium has
turned out to be favorable. Two distinctive mechanisms are
described, depending on the sensing ambience. In an inert
atmosphere with most oen N2 as carrier, molecules of the
target gas get physisorbed on the noble metal's surface and
change the local resistance by donating or accepting electrons.
The expected response in this case is quite high, as no other
interfering gases are present. The physisorption of H2 on
a platinum surface in N2 ambience for example can be written
as eqn (1):45

2Pt(s) + H2(gas) / 2PtH(s) (1)

For measurements in air, the sensor is again preconditioned
with adsorbed oxygen, but already at lower temperature. When
then H2 approaches the sensor surface, it reacts with the oxygen
ions following eqn (2) and (3).45,46 The same mechanisms occur
for palladium surfaces.43

2Pt(s) + O2(gas) / 2PtO(s) (2)

2PtO(s) + 3H2(gas) / 2PtH(s) + 2H2O(gas) (3)

At ambient conditions, when humidity comes into play,
water molecules can occupy some of the binding sites,
hindering the adsorption of H2. Further, since oxygen is still
ucting sensor substrate with inert gas (a) and air (b) as support gas.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 4 H2 sensingmechanisms of MOx based H2 sensors. (a) Reducing
gas effect. (b) Metallization effect; reprinted (adapted) with permission
from ref. 43. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.

Fig. 5 Typical structural defects within graphene flakes. Borders,
which are not shown here, comprise various functional groups, such
as hydroxy-, carboxy-, amine- or sulfo-groups, depending on the
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a major component in ambient air, desorption of H2 takes place
at the same time, see eqn (4):45,46

2H2(ads) + O2(gas) / 2H2O(gas) (4)

This dynamic process results in a weaker response of the
sensor under ambient conditions, but simultaneously a quicker
recovery compared to measurements in N2 under otherwise
equal conditions.45

Somehow contradictory, however, these noble metals have
also been reported to be the foremost choice for doping due to
a distinctive selectivity towards NO2, as well as NH3 or CO2.42,81

Reasons for differences in the sensitivities are oen not dis-
cussed, thus mostly the metal itself is assumed to cause selec-
tivity. In fact, however, its synthesis route with the resulting
surface area and texture may play a huge role, if the sizes of the
respective nanoparticles or nanowires differ strongly, synthesis
residues remain, or different stabilizers (e.g., citrate) are added.

A promising alternative to MOx-based sensor-materials is
presented by TMDs, which are mainly suldes of Mo, W, Sn, or
Ni, with the main difference of a 2D arrangement in the
molecular structure. Sensing mechanisms of TMDs are usually
based on a direct charge transfer from their defect sites or from
p-orbitals of the chalcogenide atom. They perform well in terms
of sensitivity at room temperature, but the recovery of such
sensors is still challenging, limiting their long-term use or their
ability for fast real-time monitoring. Additionally, TMDs suffer
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
from strong interferences by humidity. Improving recovery by
UV-illumination or heating has been attempted, but the
resulting damage to their nanostructure oen leads to reduced
sensitivity, which is discussed in more detail elsewhere.19,58,59
Graphene-based chemiresistors

Two-dimensional carbon materials have become a popular
choice as sensitive material in gas sensors. Especially graphe-
ne's favorable intrinsic properties that exceed those of MOx and
even transition TMDs in terms of thermal conductivity (5000 W
mK−1 at 27 °C), high room-temperature carrier mobility (20 000
cm2 V−1 s−1), low density (0.77 mg m−2) at simultaneously high
chemical stability, andmechanical durability (Young's modulus
approx. 0.05 TPa) are almost predestined for miniaturized,
exible gas sensors with high sensitivity at low operating
temperatures.58,60 It is noted, that the term graphene is oen not
used properly across literature and in commerce and seems to
serve as placeholder for all types of carbon-based layered crys-
tals. This includes its original meaning as a monolayer of nearly
perfectly oriented hexagonal carbon atoms, oen named pris-
tine, but also few- or multilayered, defective structures, as in
laser-induced-graphene, graphene oxide (GO), or rGO, which
have entirely different electrical, mechanical, and chemical
properties. In the following these types of materials are there-
fore referred to according to their way of manufacturing.

A key parameter for a wide variability in sensor development
based on graphene derivatives is the possibility to tailor the
electrical and optical properties by introducing defects in the
carbon lattice, like shown in Fig. 5. Those can be for example
vacancies or sp3-hybridized carbon atoms, which can addi-
tionally be functionalized e.g., by oxygen groups. Depending on
chemicals present during manufacturing.

Nanoscale Adv.
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the synthesis route, whether in a bottom-up approach by
chemical vapor deposition (CVD),61 or by exfoliation from
graphite-akes in a variety of top-down approaches, different
characteristics can be obtained.62,63

Important characteristics related to gas sensing include
electrical resistance and the number of active sites, which are
both minimal for pristine- or CVD-graphene with little to no
defects. At room temperature the resistance of CVD graphene
(p-type) is therefore only slightly decreased, when oxidizing
gases are physisorbed on the surface and electrons are trans-
ferred from the graphene to the electron accepting gas, leaving
a higher number of h+ in the lattice. Contrarily, reducing gases
donate electrons to the graphene and increase its lateral
resistance.

In 2012 Chen et al. studied CVD-graphene grown on copper
foil for sub-ppt detection of a variety of gases, such as NO and
NO2, NH3, N2O, O2, CO2 and H2O in an Ar or N2 atmosphere.
The respective limits of detection (LOD) were calculated in the
range from 0.16 ppt for NO and 136 ppt for CO2, while other
gases had LODs in between.64 The extremely low LODs can be
attributed to the minimal noise that is generated by the very low
resistivity of pristine CVD-graphene (10−6 U cm).22,65,66 These
ndings inspired many researchers to investigate the huge
potential of graphene and its derivatives in chemiresistive gas
sensing applications. The challenge is to maintain the high
sensitivity but to introduce selectivity by modifying the gra-
phene structure. Chemical exfoliation via oxidation of graphite
akes to GO results in such a material with a great number of
defects and oxidation sites,67 increasing the bandgap of the
material to regions where it becomes almost insulating with
basically innite resistance.68 In its untreated form, however,
due to the lack of good electrical conductance, it does not play
any signicant role in the development of chemiresistive
sensors.60

More interesting for gas sensing applications are therefore
two-dimensional carbon materials with a defect density in
between the practical limitations represented by CVD-graphene
and GO. Possible synthesis methods include epitaxial growth on
SiC, liquid phase exfoliation (LPE), ball milling, laser inducing
(LIG), and chemical reduction of GO.69

rGO has been exploited for the high number of active sites on
the carbon lattice and the possible tuning thereof. Due to these
defects rGO can be seen as p-type semiconducting material, so
that oxidizing gases decrease and reducing gases increase the
material's resistance.60 Several methods have been established
to control the number of defects, which are inevitably intro-
duced in synthesis. The group of Eigler studied the inuence of
temperature during the oxidation of ake graphite according to
the Hummers-method to obtain less defective GO-sheets of
larger size at reaction temperatures of <10 °C.70 Additional
defects may be introduced by applying heat,71,72 visible or UV-
illumination,73 plasma treatment,74 ion bombardment,75 or
ultrasonication.72 Further control can be achieved by choice of
a reducing agent. For example, hydrazine-hydrate,76 ascorbic
acid,77 or sodium borohydrate,78 as well as electrochemical
reduction79 were reported for processing in liquid phase. In the
dry state thermal annealing in vacuum,80 the reaction with
Nanoscale Adv.
hydroiodic and triuoroacetic acid,81 or microwave assisted
reduction82 have been studied among others. These manifold
options open-up access to a large number of materials with
different electrical properties as well as adsorption character-
istics towards different gases. Density functional theory calcu-
lations revealed that an increased oxygen content in rGO
increases the electrical bandgap. A non-linear trend with values
from 0.1 eV at 6.25% of oxygen to approx. 3 eV at 50% were
reported.83 These oxygen groups, mainly carbonyl-, carboxyl-,
hydroxyl- and epoxide-functions were also found to increase the
work function of rGO from 4.2 eV up to 6.7 eV.84 Such trends
may be well transferable from oxygen groups to defects in
general, since both functionalities involve sp3-carbon atoms or
vacancies that disrupt the sp2-lattice.85 Yet, the great diversity in
materials that can be achieved by applying different synthesis
routes still lacks on a standardization to allow a better compa-
rability of different graphene-based sensor materials. Unfortu-
nately, their exact properties, such as number of defects or
bandgap, are oen difficult to determine and for this reason not
always communicated. The number of defects in a graphene
lattice can be quantied by the intensity ratio between D-band
and G-band of the respective Raman-spectrum. However, this
depends strongly on the experimental conditions and further
does not apply to high defect densities as in GO/rGO.75

Responses were reported to signicantly increase towards
the detection of O2, as a larger number of defects translates to
more active binding sites for gas molecules.86 Thereby, the
positive inuence of defects on the performance of gas sensors
is clearly demonstrated. In this context, Table 1 lists the
parameters of a selection of standalone sensing devices based
on carbon materials, MOx, TMDs, carbon nanotubes (CNTs),
and conducting polymers (polyaniline and Poly-3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene).

At a rst glance, it appears that purely graphene-based gas
sensors give similar signal responses to a variety of different
gases as MOx, TMD, CNT, and conducting polymer sensors do.
All of the materials above have certain drawbacks, mainly with
respect to selectivity, long response times and incomplete
recovery, which are discussed elsewhere.59,96–98 Most notable,
the operating temperature of MOx-based sensors is consider-
ably higher compared to many graphene-based sensors, that
work even at room temperature. The aspect of operating
temperature, which is responsible for a major part of the
sensor's total power consumption gives graphene a distinct
advantage for the use in smartphones or watches. Also, gas
sensing networks towards the IoT are a conceivable option,
consisting of thousands of individual sensing devices for envi-
ronmental monitoring, which quickly scales up the total power
demand. In addition, the high surface to mass ratio of graphene
results in smaller amounts of required material, with carbon
being an easier accessible resource compared to many transi-
tion metals.

Graphene by itself allows very sensitive detection of various
gases even at very low concentrations. But, due to the limited
variety in adsorption sites, the issue of selectivity remains
challenging and requires supplementary binding characteris-
tics. For exploiting and tuning those special properties, it is
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Table 1 Overview of different graphene-based gas sensors with respective sensing performances compared to MOx-, TMD-, CNT-, and
polymer-based sensors

Sensing material Test gas
Supporting
gas

Operating
temperature Concentration Response

Response
calculation

Response
time

Recovery
time LOD Ref.

Graphene (CVD) NO2 N2 RT 400 ppt 0.04 Ds/s0 5 min — 2.06 ppta 64
NH3 Ar 400 ppt 0.005 5 min 33.2 ppta

Graphene (CVD
plasma-treated)

NO2 N2 50% RH RT 150 ppm 30% DR/R0$100% t90 = 4 min — 18 ppmb 86
NH3 100 ppm 4.5% t90 > 10 min 2 ppmb

rGO SO2 Air 25% RH RT 5 ppm 5.9% DR/R0$100% t90 = 110 s t90 = 145 s — 87
rGO NO2 N2 RT 0.6 ppm 2% Ds/s0$100% t90 = 116 s t90 = 169 s 9.1 ppba 88
rGO NO2 Synth. Air 150 °C 5 ppm 32% DR/R0$100% t50 = 125 s — 0.21 ppba 71
rGO NH3 Dry air RT 50 ppm 5.7% DR/R0$100% t90 = 24 s t90 = 805 s — 89
rGO CO2 Air 100 °C 1000 ppm 81% DR/R0$100% t90 = 139 s t90 = 600 s 100 ppm 72
SnO2 NO2 Dry air 200 °C 0.5 ppm 18 Rg/R0 t90 = 43 s t90 = 18 s — 90
In2O3–ZnO NOx Air 150 °C 10 ppm 25% DR/R0$100% t95 = 3.5 min t95 = 45 min 12 ppba 91
MoS2 NH3 N2 RT 2 ppm 0.3% DR/R0$100% 15 s — 300 ppb 92
Single walled CNTs NO2 N2 RT 20 ppm 1.5 Ds/s0 ∼10 min ∼10 min 44 ppba 93
PANI lm NH3 Dry air RT 10 ppm 4.29 DR/R0 t90 = 213 s t90 = 98 s 5 ppm 94
PEDOT nanowires NO N2 80 °C 100 ppm 0.12 DR/R0 t95 = 5.53 min t95 = 3.4 min 9 ppma 95

a Calculated by signal to noise ratio (3S/N). b Calculated by linear regression.
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crucial to have a fundamental understanding of the types of
binding interactions for different materials and under varying
conditions.
Graphene-hybrid materials

Many researchers propose hybrid materials as solution to
address gas sensing at low power and ambient temperature. It is
expected that benets of two worlds can be united to a syner-
gistic effect: on the one hand the excellent conductivity of 2D
carbon materials and on the other hand the selectivity of
nanomaterials made from metals, semiconductors, or organic
compounds. All those materials differ in their adsorption
behavior towards certain gases. One common requirement is
that their electrical properties need to change and by this affect
the conductivity of the material composite.

Hybrid materials consist of two or more materials, usually
one providing good conductivity, the others a selective inter-
action with certain gases. On a graphene surface, the adsorbed
nanomaterial functions as a kind of mediator, by collecting
information on the gas composition by specic interactions
with its components. It can enhance the signal as it oen
provides a high surface to mass ratio which generates more
binding places.

Exclusively to carbon materials like graphene derivatives and
nanotubes, such functions can be covalently bound to the
crystalline structure, either by nucleophilic or electrophilic
substitution, condensation, or addition.99 Linkable functions
can be other all-carbon materials (nanotubes or fullerenes) or
a large number of different organic molecules.100–102

Many other material composites consist of a p-type semi-
conductor (e.g., rGO) combined with an n-type semiconductor.
At their contact points, these types of composites form p–n-
junctions, which are more sensitive to adsorption of gas mole-
cules and play amajor role in the overall resistance of the sensor
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
substrate.40,103,104 In contrast to metal–semiconductor contacts
a depletion layer occurs on both sides of p–n-junctions, namely
an EDL on the n-doped, and an HDL on the p-doped side. This
results in a potential barrier for electrons as well as holes.
Differences in the bandgap of the materials cause the presence
of discontinuities within the junction (DEC, DEF). The depletion
layer is usually not symmetrical, and its thickness on either side
depends on the permittivity of the material. In Fig. 6 a typical
band diagram of a p–n-junction is shown.

These materials can be engineered or functionalized indi-
vidually to further increase the variety of intrinsic properties. In
graphene for example doping is possible using boron (p-
doping) or nitrogen (n-doping), which results in changes of its
Fermi level EF,105 and defect engineering to tune the bandgap EG
and work function F.83,84 Functionalization on the other hand
mostly involves small organic molecules, that are either bound
covalently to the graphene's carbon lattice or held in place by p-
interactions.106 For the latter, porphyrins or phthalocyanines
have been used extensively as they are able to bind different
metal atoms, which in turn act as preferred adsorption sites for
gas molecules. These make it quite easy to obtain a high
diversity without complicated procedures.107

Decoration with noble metals has been reported regularly, to
selectively enhance the sensitivity. Gold nanoparticles for
example have been shown to enhance signal responses towards
H2, CO, CO2, and NH3, as well as CH4.47,98 Graphene decorated
with silver or platinum nanoparticles was used for detection of
NH3 and H2.45,47,108 Especially towards H2 sensors, palladium
decoration has shown good sensitivity enhancements, because
of its affinity to form hydride bonds.109 These hybrid materials
are either prepared separately and then linked together or
synthesized in situ. Here, the graphene's catalytic effect on the
reduction of noble metal salts offers a convenient way of
synthesis, as the nanoparticles tend to nucleate directly on its
surface, making further binding-chemistry unnecessary.110 The
Nanoscale Adv.
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Fig. 6 Band diagram of a typical p–n-junction in equilibrium before
and after making contact. EDL and HDL are formed after electron–
hole recombination during Fermi level alignment.

Fig. 7 a) Relative resistance response (shown in percent) of PMMA/Pd/
graphene hybrid sensors with different values of cPd on single-layer
graphene as a function of time, exposed to 2% H2; (b and c) schematic
representation of the conduction path through graphene and Pd;
reprinted (adapted) with permission from ref. 113. Copyright 2015
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obtained decorations, however, are not necessarily spherical in
shape. For example, Shin et al. reported electrodeposited
palladium nanoclusters on graphene with a ower-like
morphology, which results in an increased surface area for H2

to bind to.111 A strategy to further optimize metal decorated
sensing substrates can be to use metal alloys. In a specic case,
nickel–palladium bimetallic nanoparticles enhanced the
performance of a graphene-based resistivity-type H2 sensor and
additionally reduced the hysteresis behavior of the Pd-graphene
hybrid.112 Because noble metals are more conductive than rGO
or other 2D-layered materials at room temperature it is however
possible to overload the sensor with metal particles. In Fig. 7
this case is illustrated for a H2 sensor loaded with different
proportions of palladium.113

Considering that junctions, functionalizations, and deco-
rations only occur locally, no change of the remaining carbon
surface and its affinity towards interfering gases is expected.
The sensitivity towards a certain gas may therefore be
enhanced, while the response to other gases remains the
same, a behavior that requires attention and targeted
research. In the case of very reactive gases, like NOx, NH3, or
H2S this effect can be quite strong and in comparable
concentrations even overpower the response to the intended
target gas.114
Nanoscale Adv.
Composites with polymers can be classied by their purpose
on the sensor. On one hand, conducting polymers are used to
act as an additional sensing substrate or to enlarge the overall
surface area of the sensor. Here oen conducting nanobers
based on polyaniline (PANI) or poly-3,4-ethylene-
dioxythiophene (PEDOT) are used, because they can respond
to gas adsorption (most frequently NH3 or H2S) by themselves
and provide a large surface area.115 A greatly enlarged surface
area, however, can result in signicantly higher noise due to
more unspecic binding sites. Also, the dynamic range is
increased, which allows for higher concentrations to be
measured, but in turn reduces the sensitivity of the sensor.
Therefore, a trade-off needs to be made between the higher
number of binding sites and noise.

The other common usage of polymers comes in the form of
coating over the entire sensor. Porous polymers, permeable only
to molecules of a suitable size add a sieve effect to exclude many
interfering larger molecules. This class of composites has been
used for sensing small molecules like H2 in complex mixtures,
or small VOCs. In literature for example coatings with
polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA), polyvinylidene-uoride
(PVDF) and polytetrauoroethylene (PTFE) are reported.113,116
American Chemical Society.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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A complete compendium on functionalization strategies for
graphene can be found elsewhere.117

Environmental gas sensors

In the environmental monitoring sector, it is desirable to
improve the sensors' usability by miniaturization as well as
large scale manufacturing and operation at affordable running
costs. The state of the art to measure air pollution, however, is
to set up bulky and expensive measurement stations. As an
example, there are around 400 of such stations throughout
Germany, ve of which are located in the Bavarian city of
Munich.118 Their use is therefore limited because the network is
not dense enough to capture air pollution for individuals. In
contrast the German Meteorological Service (DWD) is running
180 full-time and 1734 part-time weather stations.119 For
surveilling the effects and dangers of climate-change it was
recommended that ships and airplanes also be equipped with
such sensors to serve as individual, mobile monitoring stations,
tackling the discrepancy between calculated and only sporadi-
cally measured concentrations, e.g., of CO2 emissions.120

Depending on the eld of application the demands on
a sensor vary and require different solutions. For environmental
gas sensing, some analytes such as greenhouse gases are
present in relatively high concentrations (CO2 at 410 ppm and
CH4 at 1.7 ppm) and small changes need to be monitored over
a long time at sometimes harsh conditions. The situation is
different for toxic gases like, NO2, SO2, CO and NH3, which
mostly occur in trace amounts.121 These gases need to be
monitored very sensitively in a usually narrow dynamic range
around very low concentrations. Further, the targeted gases
must not interfere with one another on the sensor at different
levels of humidity to ensure correct data acquisition on the
atmospheric composition. For usage within IoT concepts, huge
numbers of such sensors would operate day and night, making
low power consumption a very relevant characteristic. This
demands miniaturization and low operating temperatures.

On the contrary, response and recovery times are less rele-
vant, as detecting changes in most gas concentrations in the
environment is not as urgent. Devices that can deliver one
precise and reliable measurement every 15 to 30 minutes are in
this case sufficient.

A great deal of attention was given to NO and NO2, as they are
highly toxic even in small amounts and their concentration in
the atmosphere has been increasing over the last years, espe-
cially in urban areas.122–125 Naturally occurring NO2 for example
is generated in the troposphere by oxidation of N2 in lightning
bolts or by UV radiation, however, much is also manmade as an
exhaustion product of combustion processes and welding
units.126–128

Due to its atmospheric occurrence in trace amounts and low
assessment thresholds10,121 a high sensitivity and especially low
LODs are essential and must hold up in ambient and some-
times even harsh conditions.

An extremely low LOD of 5 ppb could be achieved using an n-
type hybrid material consisting of SnS2 and rGO.103 While
a pristine SnS2 sensing material showed no signicant signal
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
towards NO2, due to its low conductivity at RT, rGO enhances
the sensing performance drastically by forming charge transfer
pathways. These allow charge travelling from the SnS2 to rGO
which is then transported along its sp2 carbon structures,
resulting in fast and strong variation in the hybrid-material's
resistance. Density functional theory calculations further
revealed a closer adsorption distance of NO2 towards rGO in the
presence of SnS2, which makes it possible to attach more NO2

molecules to the surface. Under illumination at 650 nm (1 mW
cm−2) the proposed sensor exhibited a signal response of 650%
to 1 ppm of NO2 in synthetic air at room temperature (S= I− I0/
I0 × 100%). The sensitivity enhancement of around ve-fold
was attributed to electron–hole pairs, which were generated
and separated in the conduction and valence band of the n-type
SnS2. The photoexcited holes combined with O2

− and the
resulting photo-desorption of physically adsorbed oxygen
species lead to a reduced barrier height and an increase in
electron charge carriers. By increasing the amount of rGO in the
hybrid material, the semiconducting behavior is shied to p-
type. Because of the narrower bandgap of rGO and its lower
affinity towards oxygen, illumination has little effect on the
signal response of the p-type sensor, which is reported to be
47% at equal conditions. The signicantly lower noise, however,
improved the theoretical detection limit down to 1.10 ppb. Both
sensors showed a high selectivity against the reducing gases H2,
NH3, CH4, ethanol andH2S, as well as independence from RH in
the range between 30% and 90%, as shown in Fig. 8. Further-
more, it is shown, that the recovery of the n-type sensor is
quicker and dri-free, while it seems, that the p-type material
does not recover by itself.103 However, this is not a general
conclusion, as such trends have also been shown to go into the
opposite direction, where p-type rGO was superior with respect
to response and recovery compared to its n-doped
counterpart.129

Signal dri is a non-negligible parameter for long-term
monitoring applications. To account for dris and other
possible interfering factors on the sensor, like air pressure and
ambient temperature, suitable reference materials are of great
importance and require targeted research.

In another approach, shown in Fig. 9, a exible, stacked
sensor geometry including rGO and zinc-oxide nanorods (ZnO
NR) was used to fully reversible detect NO2 down to a concen-
tration of 40 ppb in dry synthetic air.130 Here rGO also acts as the
main charge transport layer, while the ZnO NR serve primarily
as a gas reaction layer. The sensor was shown to be signicantly
less sensitive towards SO2, NH3, acetic acid, acetone, and
ethanol. The overall resistance of the sensingmaterial, however,
changed drastically with increasing humidity, although the
relative signal did not. Nevertheless, this circumstance
complicates things for monitoring purposes.

As a way to achieve better selectivity, sensor surfaces have
been covered with semipermeable membranes, to eliminate the
inuence of interfering gases and humidity in particular.131 The
here proposed, rather simple sensor-design, based on laser-
induced graphene, covered with a polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) membrane, showed good selectivity towards NO and
NO2, however, with a signicantly lowered response. These
Nanoscale Adv.
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Fig. 8 Gas sensing performances of n-type SnS2/rGO and p-type
SnS2/rGO; (a) dynamic response–recovery curves towards NO2 at
concentrations from 125 ppb to 1 ppm at RT, (b) cross sensitivity of
NO2 (1 ppm) towards H2 (10 ppm), NH3 (10 ppm), CH4 (10 ppm),
C2H5OH (1000 ppm) and H2S (10 ppm); redrawn and adapted, with
permission from ref. 103.

Fig. 9 (a) Dynamic response recovery curves from rGO and the rGO-
ZnO NR towards NO2 at a concentration of 400 ppb, (b) selectivity test
using NO2 (600 ppb), SO2 (3.5 ppm), NH3 (35 ppm), acetic acid (3.5
ppm), acetone (3.5 ppm), and ethanol (3.5 ppm); (c) sensor geometry
of the stacked rGO-ZnO NR hybrid sensor; redrawn and adapted, with
permission from ref. 130.
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membranes may also raise response- and recovery-times
because of a slower diffusion of the target gas towards the
sensitive surface, but for the use in environmental sensing
systems this seems to be a reasonable tradeoff.

A mechanism for the quantication of NO in N2 at room
temperature on a rGO-based sensor, modied with hemin-
complexes was proposed, that involves the formation of cova-
lent Fe–C bonds, that act as electron-transport channels.132 An
understanding of such mechanisms is crucial for the fabrica-
tion of selective sensors now and in the future.
Nanoscale Adv.
The monitoring of some greenhouse gases is more chal-
lenging. Due to the high similarity of CH4, CO2, and N2 mole-
cules in their chemical properties, a sensing material, which is
selective and sufficiently sensitive towards CH4 or CO2 is still
needed. So far, receptor materials for chemiresistive determi-
nation of those gases lack the required LOD and selectivity to be
applied under ambient conditions.113,133–135 In this case other
types of gas sensors, such as photoacoustic devices, are superior
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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at the moment and further research is necessary to develop
suitable hybrid materials.

Gas-leakage warning systems

While environmental sensors are operated in the open eld,
warning systems for toxic gases are more oen deployed
indoors and near gas containers and pipelines. To allow timely
countermeasures and evacuation in the case of a gas leak,
a quick response of the installed sensor device is the most
important aspect. Together, response and recovery determine
the time such a sensor needs to come into equilibrium with
changing gas concentrations. Next, the limit of detection of the
sensor device must match concentrations that are either legally
determined as assessment thresholds by state authorities or
listed as maximum workplace concentrations for a variety of
harmful gases, usually in the range of ppb to ppm.11,136 For
ammable, but otherwise non-toxic H2, sensors must be able to
detect concentrations up to 4% in air, which is the critical
ignition concentration.137 The aspect of sensitivity is less rele-
vant, compared to environmental monitoring, as gas concen-
trations tend to increase drastically in close proximity to a leak.

Depending on their location, these warning systems may be
operated continuously or only over the duration of a workday. In
any case they benet from lower power consumption and
miniaturization.

With regards to workplace safety, warning systems for NOx

gas may nd their purpose for example in welding workshops or
other metal processing facilities. One potential sensor for such
an application was made using a hybrid-material of TiO2 and
graphene, as depicted in Fig. 10, which was synthesized via the
sol–gel method.138 An approach in which TiO2 and graphene
were annealed together during synthesis showed a signicantly
improved sensing performance compared to a synthesis, where
only TiO2 was annealed and then mixed with graphene or
compared to TiO2 only. This improvement was attributed to the
smaller particles and related higher surface area. Further
sensing improvement was achieved by illumination with
a 400 nm LED light source (180 mW), which resulted in a two-
fold increase in response up to 3.14 (R0/R) at 1750 ppb of NO2.
The optimized sensor was tested in synthetic air at room
temperature and a RH of 40%. Response to NO2 was measured
in a range from 70 to 1750 ppb, with a theoretical LOD of 50
ppb, which was calculated by a signal-to-noise ratio of S/N = 3.
Fig. 10 Sensing mechanism and dynamic response–recovery curves o
mode; redrawn and adapted from ref. 138.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Because the dynamic range of the sensor does not include the
low concentration of NO2 in the atmosphere (∼20 ppb) it is not
suitable as a device for its environmental monitoring. However,
assessment thresholds (160 ppb), alert thresholds (330 ppb) and
maximum workplace concentrations (790 ppb) certainly lie in
the dynamic range of the sensor.10,11 Further, the short
response-time (t90, at which 90% of the saturated response is
reached) of 35 s makes it a suitable candidate for integration in
toxic-gas warning systems.138

An even faster response was achieved with a three-
component hybrid of Pd-functionalized CuO/rGO. Here, a t90
of only 10.7 s was achieved, when exposed to a concentration of
10 ppm of NO2 (R0/R = 64.2). Synthetic air was used as carrier
with a RH of 25%. The authors attributed the high as well as
quick signal response to the porous structure of the material
and gas paths, which are induced between the heterojunctions
of CuO and rGO. Additionally, an enlarged specic surface area
by Pd-functionalization is proposed to accelerate the transport
of charge carriers through the sensing material. The Pd–CuO/
rGO sensor and its predecessors were further tested for cross
sensitivity against NH3, H2, CO and SO2. No signicant inter-
ference from this selection of reducing as well as oxidizing toxic
gases was found.139

Not toxic, but potentially hazardous, H2 is widely regarded as
a promising candidate for energy storage and sustainable fuel.
Consequently, the development of H2 sensors is important to
ensure safety while handling the explosive gas. In the atmo-
sphere, H2 is present in a very low concentration of 0.55 ppm,121

however, only at higher concentrations between 4% and 75% in
air the gas mixture becomes explosive.137 For the integration in
warning systems, the concentration range of interest lies
therefore below 4% as an upper limit, with relatively moderate
LODs with respect to the individual demands. Because
hydrogen is the lightest element on earth, H2 rises through the
atmosphere very quickly, which makes is difficult to detect and
locate a leak in the open. Here the LOD needs to be much lower.

rGO decorated with Pd-nanoparticles has been studied for its
usability as a sensitive substrate for H2 under varying inuences
like gas concentration, temperature, humidity, and UV illumi-
nation.82 The rGO/Pd material was sensitive towards H2 in
a concentration between 0.2% and 1%, and responded differ-
ently depending on the temperature, as shown in Fig. 11a. In
dry synthetic air the signal response reached a maximum of
f GTiO2S towards 1750 ppb of NO2 in dark and illuminated operating

Nanoscale Adv.
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Fig. 11 Hybrid Pd/rGO sensing performance (a) temperature-
dependent responses towards H2 at different concentrations; (b)
effect of UV-illumination on response times as a function of H2-
concentration at 100 °C; (c) signal responses under UV-illumination at
RT and 100 °C as a function of H2-concentration; redrawn with data
from ref. 82.
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14.9% (S = (R − R0)/R0 × 100%) at 100 °C, when exposed to 1%
of H2. Response- and recovery-times were improved by a higher
operating temperature, as well as exposure to UV-light (365 nm
at 8.9 mW mm−2), however, strongly dependent on the
concentration (Fig. 11b).

At the suggested optimum working temperature of 100 °C
humidity was shown to have a positive inuence on the signal
response. When the sensor was exposed to 0.5% of H2, with
Nanoscale Adv.
varying levels of humidity, the signal response increased at 10%
RH due to the presence of hydroxy active sites, that support
electric charge transfers and the formation of hydronium
cations from the water molecules, improving the material's
conductivity.140 At higher levels of humidity, however, water
molecules cannot compete with H2 to access the sensing surface
as effectively due to their size. The electrical properties of the
sensor remain therefore constant at higher temperatures.141

Interestingly, UV-illumination proved to have different
effects on the sensing properties of the material. On the one
hand signal response was enhanced when operating the sensor
at RT, but was decreased at 100 °C, see Fig. 11c. This behavior
may be ascribed to an acceleration of the desorption rate, more
than the adsorption rate, due to the Langmuir adsorption
probability phenomenon.142,143

At all temperatures response/recovery-times were improved
signicantly by UV-illumination. For the application in real-
time monitoring and warning systems a tradeoff is oen
necessary. In this case the lowered signal response and higher
power consumption at 100 °C under UV-illumination may be
accepted for the improvement of response- and recovery-times.

For a safe and easy-to-handle storage medium for H2 as an
energy carrier, the power-to-ammonia approach has been dis-
cussed. On the one hand the hydrogen content of ammonia is
higher than for water, and on the other hand nitrogen as
feedstock is more easily accessible compared to CO2 for the
power-to-gas process towards CH4 or methanol, which either
requires point sources of CO2 or extraction from the atmo-
sphere at a much higher energy consumption.144,145 Conse-
quently, NH3 sensors may not only be useful in ammonia plants
and in agriculture but in future fuel stations as well.

Through the example of an NH3-sensitive hybrid material
combining In2O3 ceramic nanobers (NFI) and rGO, an elegant
way to improve response- and recovery-times without heating or
illumination is shown.146 The sensor was tested against
concentrations of NH3 ranging from 1–60 ppm in synthetic air
at room temperature and 30% RH. In a no-ow setup an AC-
voltage was applied to the NFI-rGO sensor, and the signal
response was evaluated through a frequency sweep from 1–
106 Hz (Fig. 12a). The strongest response was found at
a frequency of 104 Hz, which is related to the charge transfer
resistance at the sensitive layer interface, that was previously
determined by impedance measurements. By applying an AC
voltage of 75 mV at a frequency of 104 Hz an extremely short
response-time of t90 = 17 s was achieved, with a full, but slow
recovery (Fig. 12b). An interference study, against a selection of
VOCs was conducted and showed good selectivity (Fig. 12c).146

In contrast to conventional DC resistance, which is sensitive
to strong adsorption and desorption processes on the sensing
surface, AC measurements give access to phase change
responses, that are sensitive to weak but quick adsorption and
desorption of gas molecules above the sensing surface. As such
they respond faster to changes in the gas composition and
suffer less from baseline dris.19,147 The large dynamic range of
the sensor and its low LOD of 44 ppb, considering a signal-to-
noise ratio of S/N = 3, make it a suitable candidate for many
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 12 Hybrid NFI-rGO sensing performance (a) relative response
variation as a function of frequency for NH3 concentrations from 0–
60 ppm; (b) dynamic response–recovery curve for exposure to
60 ppm of NH3; (c) cross-sensitivity between NH3 (15 ppm), acetone,
ethanol, methanol, monomethylamine (MMA), trimethylamine (TMA)
and triethylamine (TEA) (150 ppm); redrawn and adapted, with
permission from ref. 146.
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gas-sensing applications from detecting leakage of NH3, to
environmental monitoring and medicinal breath analysis.
Healthcare and breath analysis

Healthcare and diagnostics present yet another case and the
demands to gas sensors differ from those in environmental and
surveillance applications. One of the best known commercially
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
available gas sensors for human breath is used for estimating
the blood alcohol content by various methods, including
infrared spectroscopy, electrochemical oxidation, or MOx-based
sensors. Their accuracy is however strongly affected by
measurement parameters, like breathing patterns, and inter-
ference from other VOCs.148,149

Nevertheless, analysis of human breath may offer a non-
invasive alternative to many time-consuming and cumber-
some medicinal techniques, e.g., hemograms and biopsies.
Disease patterns that were reported to prot from early recog-
nition by breath analysis include kidney disorder or ulcers
caused by certain bacterial infections, indicated by highly
elevated amounts of exhaled NH3,14,150,151 acetone (an indicator
for diabetes mellitus),152,153 or several other gases and VOCs
attributed to a patient's health status.154 These biomarkers are
however only present in trace concentrations, demanding
outstanding sensitivity at low LODs. Further, because breath
contains more than 900 different VOCs,154,155 good selectivity is
also an essential requirement for a reliable diagnosis. Accord-
ingly, long response times of several minutes may be accepted
for the sake of accuracy. In contrast to sensors for monitoring
applications, these types of diagnostic devices wouldmost likely
be operated on demand. Power consumption and size are
therefore irrelevant except for transportation and operation at
the point of care.

Chemiresistive sensors for biomarkers such as NH3 have
been shown to be suitable for operating in environmental
monitoring and in particular toxic gas surveillance.146 Their
sensing capabilities may be applied to the eld of healthcare as
well. Selective sensing of VOCs on the other hand proves to be
more difficult, as their chemical composition and binding
characteristics oen vary little or not at all. The information
they carry about a patient's health status, however, may be very
different.

Specically developed for diabetes diagnosis, a sensing
material of three-dimensional ordered mesoporous (3DOM)
ZnO functionalized with graphene quantum-dots (GQD)
showed good sensitivity and selectivity towards acetone vapors,
especially when compared to the non-functionalized ZnO.152 A
higher sensitivity was attributed to the formation of p–n-
junctions, shown in Fig. 14a. The hybrid-material was coated
onto the surface of a ceramic tube substrate as a paste to form
a sensing layer of about 500 mm on a pair of Au electrodes on
each side. The tube was annealed at 350 °C for 3 h and addi-
tionally aged at a 5 V heating voltage for 24 h. In a non-ow
environment under laboratory conditions (22% RH, 20 °C),
the sensor exhibited a very quick response and recovery of t90 =
9/16 s and a high signal response (S]R0/R) of 15.2 when
exposed to 1 ppm of acetone in air (Fig. 14b). The LOD was
calculated to be as low as 8.7 ppb (S/N = 3); however, the
experimental LOD was determined to be 50 ppb, which includes
the healthy exhaled acetone concentration of 300–900 ppb.152,156

On the contrary, acetone concentrations in the breath of dia-
betes patients were found to exceed 1.7 ppm.157 The signicantly
higher power consumption, due to the high operating temper-
ature of 320 °C does not impede the sensor's usability, as it
would be the case for monitoring applications. On the other
Nanoscale Adv.
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Fig. 13 4-layer structure of the VOC sensor with electrical contacts to
be connected to a printed circuit board, target molecules are trapped
inside the cavities of theMIP and the extra electron is transferred to the
graphene layer causing a resistance change; redrawn and adapted,
with permission from ref. 158.
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hand, the high temperature neither eliminates the signal
dependency on RH, which is around 80% in exhaled breath.
Along with humidity the sensor's responses against 5 ppm of
NO2, H2S, NH3, toluene, ethanol, isopropanol, and NO were
tested indicating an improvement in selectivity for the hybrid
material.

In a nal experiment the assembled sensor device, was
exposed to exhaled breath samples of healthy subjects and
Fig. 14 (a) Proposed energy band diagram of the p–n-junction at the
interface of 3DOM ZnO and GQD; (b) dynamic response curves for
3DOM ZnO and GQD-modified 3DOM ZnO in the concentration
range 0.3–2 ppm acetone; redrawn and adapted, with permission
from ref. 152.

Nanoscale Adv.
samples of simulated diabetes (breath with 2 ppm of acetone
added). The samples were collected through a tube lled with
a molecular sieve to further reduce the inuence of humidity on
the sensing performance. In this setup, the sensor was able to
distinguish between samples of healthy subjects and those with
simulated diabetes.152

A total of nine separate sensors for different VOCs, which are
regarded biomarkers for lung cancer were described using
amolecular imprinted polymer (MIP) as recognition element on
a Prussian blue doped rGO layer.158 The sensor was prepared
using pyrrole as monomer, mixed with 0.5 mM of the target
biomarker. The polymer is deposited by means of cyclic vol-
tammetry from an aqueous phosphate buffer solution onto the
modied graphene layer, which is supported by chromium-
coated silicon. The target biomarker is then removed by
washing with ethanol, leaving the respective MIP. The MIP is
contacted to a custom printed circuit board. A sensor scheme is
shown in Fig. 13.

Instead of using conventional DC voltage, an AC resistance
was measured followed by a conversion to DC voltage at the
output. In this way nine sensor-setups with different MIPs were
able to detect butyraldehyde, tetrahydrofuran, acetonitrile,
heptane, hexanal, benzene, pentane, 2-butanone, and furan at
concentrations in the range of 1–20 ppt, showing a linear
behavior. An interference study of the pentane-MIP against
heptane, hexanal and furan showed promising results.158

Information on sensitivity, response- and recovery-times, and
LOD, however, is not given, and it is stated, that the dilution
process of the analytes does not follow analytical standards.

Advanced readout techniques

In the development of chemiresistive gas sensors the issues of
high sensitivity and low detection limits have been the most
addressed sensing parameters and show great improvements
even under ambient conditions. Hurdles which need to be
overcome in bringing this technology to market and which still
require further research include long response and recovery
times, low stability and durability, high operating temperatures,
as well as insufficient selectivity.

Attempts to reduce high operating temperatures, especially
for MOx- or TMD-based chemiresistors by designing receptor
materials based on graphene-nanocomposites have already
been shown to be very successful and gas sensors, which are
operated even at room temperature now constitute the majority
of publications in this eld of research. On the other hand,
issues of long-term stability and durability of sensor devices still
require attention and targeted research.

Enhancing parameters like response- and recovery-times
and selectivity may however prove more difficult, especially
when the chemistry itself reaches its limits. Therefore, looking
towards measurement techniques and data-processing could
hold the key to future milestones in multigas sensing.

For example, it was shown that response and recovery times
could be signicantly reduced without any baseline dri by
conducting resistance measurements using AC instead of DC
voltages.19,146,147 By doing so for many different frequencies also
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 15 Signal responses and sample variations of SnO2, In2O3, WO3 and CuO towards CO, NH3, CH4, acetone and NO2; reprinted (adapted) with
permission from ref. 162. Copyright 2022 American Chemical Society.

Fig. 16 (a) Feature extraction from the gas response curve (red and
blue lines are the exponential fitted curves for the response and
recovery regime); (b) decisionmap for NO2, humid air, NH3, NO2 under
humid air, and a mixture of NO2 and NH3 classified by applying k-
nearest neighbor (kNN) to the PCA model with k = 5; redrawn and
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much higher information content can be extracted from a single
measurement. Further, AC measurements show responses to
weak adsorption and desorption processes of gases above the
sensing surface, while conventional DC resistance changes are
sensitive only to strong adsorption and desorption directly on
the sensor. Evaluating the signal responses for a variety of
frequencies may offer a route to achieve selectivity via principal
component analysis (PCA), pattern recognition or machine
learning. In this regard, electrochemical impedance spectros-
copy has been reported as a highly sensitive technique to
measure the performance of gas-sensing devices. Specically, it
is an efficient tool to measure and properties such as the gain
bulk and boundaries or identify surface mechanisms, e.g., at the
interface between electrode and sensing layer.159 Apart from
that, the information content of impedance spectroscopic
measurements is considerably higher compared to simple
changes in resistance, which provides more reference points for
pattern recognition. Detailed information on Impedance spec-
troscopic gas sensing can be found elsewhere.160

Similar to the mammalian olfactory system, also distin-
guishable responses from an array of independent sensors
towards various gases can be processed to discriminate between
analytes in complex mixtures (see Fig. 15).19,161,162 By feeding the
signal responses of four sensor substrates (SnO2, In2O3, WO3,
CuO) to a convolutional neural network (CNN), it was possible
to classify and quantify CO, NH3, NO2, CH4, and acetone with an
accuracy of 98% within the validation set. Through principal
component regression concentrations could be predicted
within a 10% error range.162

The power of statistical analysis was recently further
demonstrated by a comparable method successfully simulating
and determining the concentration of NOx in synthetic air
under changing humidity and temperature. Here an articial
neural network was fed time dependent signal responses of four
sensor substrates of the same material, but with different layer
thicknesses.163 It is expected that such data analysis protocols
will be benecial for all kinds of chemiresistive gas sensors.

In an approach, which was proposed by Hasan et al., various
sensing parameters, such as signal response, response- and
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
recovery time and several tting parameters are extracted from
time-resolved measurements of NO2, NH3, RH and mixtures
thereof on a rGO/CuCoOx sensor.164 A total of ten parameters, as
adapted from ref. 164.

Nanoscale Adv.
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shown in Fig. 16 is then fed through PCA and machine intelli-
gent recognition and regression to classify each target gas and
determine its concentration. Classication was tested by seven
different algorithms (decision tree, linear discriminant, näıve
bayes, support vector machine, k-nearest neighbor, ensemble
bagged trees, and a neural network) most of which reached
a high accuracy. K-nearest neighbor (kNN) was chosen by the
authors for its advantage that no prior assumptions are neces-
sary. KNN was able to classify the used mixtures with an accu-
racy of 98% within the validation set and quantify in an error
range of 10%. The type of measurement required to obtain the
necessary data, however, rules out the possibility of continuous
monitoring.164

The data acquisition and computing processes are some-
times complex and bear the risk of high energy consumption.
For IoT applications this can quickly become an issue and along
with sensors, also sensing circuits with low power demands
need to be developed. Such a low-power integrated circuit for
reading the responses of a simple PANI-based NH3 sensor as
well as a pristine graphene NO2 sensor was shown to be able to
interface with a resistance range from 1 kU to 33 MU and
generate bias voltages from 50 mV to 1 V.165

Conclusion

In this review general mechanisms in chemiresistive gas
sensing using graphene-based receptors are discussed
regarding sensitivity, reversibility, LOD and especially selec-
tivity. Graphene and its derivatives are shown here to be highly
useful materials with exceptional sensing capabilities even at
room temperature and allow the tuning of their electrical
characteristics like conductance or bandgap by controlling the
number of lattice defects, doping or temperature.

Chemiresistive sensors made exclusively from graphene,
however, suffer from low selectivity and are highly susceptible
to humidity, when operated under ambient conditions.
Combining graphene with other semiconducting materials,
such as MOx, TMDs, or polymers was shown to improve the
sensing characteristics towards selectivity through synergistic
effects. Yet, true selectivity with a high sensitivity especially
under ambient conditions is still very difficult to achieve and
more oen seems like a fortunate coincidence. As long as the
intricate mechanisms and reasons for certain, seemingly
specic, interactions between a sensor and target gas are (in
most cases) not fully understood, truly targeted material
development is a big challenge. In a related eld of graphene-
research this problem has been reviewed already and is appli-
cable here just as well.166

Tackling the issue of humidity, several strategies have been
proposed. They include such simple, but counterproductive
solutions, like operating at elevated temperatures, which
conicts the urge to minimize power consumption. Other
approaches are more promising, like surface coatings with
water-impermeable membranes, or MIPs. These may however
increase response and recovery-times, due to slower diffusion of
analyte gases to the sensitive layer. Finally, considering
humidity as an interfering gas, improving the selectivity
Nanoscale Adv.
through advanced measurement and readout techniques may
hold the key.

A way to approach the general problem of selectivity is
offered by readout techniques that are capable of processing
complex and multiparametric data. Rather than relying, e.g., on
a single sensor, that is selective and sensitive, but oen badly
reversible towards one or a few target gases, arrays of multiple
semi-selective receptors have been proposed. These electronic
noses provide several independent signals, which can be fed
trough pattern-recognition algorithms to obtain information
about the state of the monitored system. As a way to tackle
selectivity and reversibility of chemiresistive gas sensors
simultaneously, it was shown that applying AC instead of
commonly used DC voltages, inuences the binding strength
and response of gas molecules to the sensor surface and facil-
itates desorption processes. Furthermore, signal responses are
dependent on the frequency of the applied voltage. This may
transfer from the signal strength for a single target gas to
a frequency dependent signal patten for several gases in
a mixture, which again can possibly be evaluated by intelligent
algorithms. Alternatively, different gases and mixtures can be
classied by interpretation of kinetic measurement parameters
through machine learning and quantied by regression-, or
principal component regression algorithms, however, not as
easily for continuous monitoring applications.

Standard setups and simple sensor devices can therefore be
operated to deliver sensitive and selective signal responses by
the assistance of articial intelligence. Their application is not
limited to a single data processing- or a single classication
algorithm, but it may prot from the combined effort of several.
Nevertheless, one must keep in mind, that complex computing
operations also can take a high toll on the total power demand
to a sensor system and may at some point outweigh the energy
savings from low operating temperatures.

Further, the long-term stability of such devices is not suffi-
ciently addressed in current research and stability tests oen
only span several days or weeks and a rather low number of
measurement cycles. Therefore, introducing chemiresistive gas
sensors to mass production and serial application, still requires
research to ensure long lifetimes even under harsh conditions.

Mass production of graphene-based sensors, however, also
requires a reliable coating or deposition process, which is
responsible for large variations between devices in a series.
High quality coatings obtained by current methods either rely
on complicated transfer techniques, e.g., from vapor deposited
materials, or lack uniformity, e.g., through drop-deposition.
Much work has therefore been put into the development of
alternative processes, that include electrochemical, or electro-
phoretic deposition,167–169 as well as covalent bonds between
graphene and a surface function,170 some of which are still to be
tested for their applicability in gas sensors.

While graphene has also proven to be a suitable sensing
material for exible sensors, the greater challenges in this of
application area arise from the exibility of the carrier elec-
tronics. Since most substrates hardly bend in the mm range,
sufficient miniaturization of the transducer element is equally
effective for the operation of such devices. Therefore, graphene-
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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based sensors designed for exible, or wearable devices have
not been specically addressed in this review.
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